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1.

PROJECT SUMMARY AND SITE INFORMATION
1.1.1.

Overview of need for a Hybrid solution

In the light of the current Eskom crisis it has become essential to be able to have an off grid or
backup portion.
Traditionally you were limited to either have a grid tied machine (that exports power generated to
the grid) or an off grid machine, that works from batteries.
Each system had its own inherent “flaws” or shortcomings.
1.1.2.

The Grid tied Inverter

For the grid tied machine it’s the anti-islanding feature:
Anti-Islanding regulations require that these inverters switch
off automatically once there is a grid outage to protect
line workers etc.
Grid tied Inverters generally only has one AC output –
which is connected directly to the grid.
So once the grid goes down, you have a roof full of panels,
potential for energy, but no power going through to your
loads.
1.1.3.

Off grid portion or UPS

To resolve this anti-islanding problem associated with a
grid-tied machine; you would usually split your DB to have an “essential loads” portion;
This can then either be run from a generator, a dedicated off grid solar setup or a UPS system.
Which basically comes down to having 2 separate inverters (the grid tied inverter and then the off
grid portion inverter).
If you opt for a full off grid solar portion;
Inefficiencies and “oversizing” factors associated with off grid designs come into play.
These off grid setups have to be completely oversized - so your system can cater for autonomous
(cloudy) days.
Another point worth mentioning is the battery float cycle – thus wasting huge amounts of potential
energy for a large portion of the day.
1.1.4.

Hybrid Inverters

This has created the need to bring an all-in-one solution.
A grid tied machine – which can export, with 2 AC outputs – AC OUT 1 for exports and AC OUT 2 for
your essential loads (which will still receive power if there is a grid failure and the inverter anti
islanding closes AC OUT 1.
Effectively doing the work of 2 machines in 1 unit.
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The major advantages of a Hub 1 or hybrid setup being:


Batteries will last longer, since they are primarily there to cater for power outages or if Eskom grid
fails completely.



Efficiency, you get maximum production from your panels - nothing is wasted compared to a
typical off grid setup.



You have power when the grid fails



Lastly an overlooked point; once “peak demand” pricing becomes effective, you will be able to
run from your setup off grid and avoid the insane rates Eskom would have liked to milk from you in
peak times.

A very proud Allan Heasmann explaining how his system works to Tshwane Electricity representatives

Just some background for those of you who don’t know Victron – because I’m shy to admit – but we
also didn’t know about Victron at one stage. They are a well-kept constant and trusted brand
especially in the off grid and backup power sector for 25 years now.
So fly-by-night is the last connotation you can make with the brand.
Their original market, back in the day, was focussed on yachts and barges. When these folks wanted
TV’s and the like on their vessels, Victron stepped in and created perfectly suited off grid and backup
solutions.
Since then they have grown in strength and reputation and are one of the leaders in backup , island
and hybrid applications.
What makes their product unique, other than exceptional quality, is the fact that one of their primary
focus points is the battery bank.
Your battery bank is a big portion of your solar investment, so you want to make sure you get maximum
mileage from those batteries.
Rest assured your battery bank is in good hands with a Victron system.
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I will go into more detail later in this report with regards to capabilities and applications; but to be
honest, it will have to be “broad strokes”. These machines are amazing and you will run out of creativity
before you run out of applications and tweaks you can make to this product.
Versatility and scalability doesn’t even begin to cover it.

Victron did more than cater for a typical hybrid solution – they set the bar very high with a revolutionary
and cutting edge product that impressed us on every level.

1.1.5.

Overview and background of Installation Site and owner

Mr Heasman is a retired Entrepreneur and businessman – although still actively involved in the
investment sector.
He emigrated from Zimbabwe for obvious reasons and for the last decade calls this home.
Being an entrepreneur, he read the signs and saw that electricity price and contingency in South Africa
will eventually become a problem; so some smart planning and investing was needed.
That’s when we first met, at the Power and electricity world Africa convention 2013.

At that stage we were doing an exhibition for Sunfine which boasted with one of the first all in one
on and off grid inverters.
Grid-tie in South Africa was a new concept and majority of marketing was education.
“No grid –tie is not something that goes with your buttoned shirt” and “yes the old ring meters do
run in reverse” these phrases still ring in the back of my head.
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But Mr Heasman understood the concept and also recognised the need for a hybrid solution.
So our Journey started with a Sunfine SMS4k On and Off grid inverter

And this is where the nightmare started.
We went through a total of 4 inverters for this installation site - All of them packed up.
Major problems were:
 Battery charging problems - the inverter exported, but neglected to charge batteries, so you
had no power when the grid failed.
 Potential earth feed from inverter – the inverter had a high potential earth feed and kept on
tripping the 20mA earth leakage.
 Down time due to sensitive inverter anti islanding – the inverter couldn’t handle the volatile grid
voltage and hertz that South Africa is currently experiencing around peak demand times.
 Monitoring software – only worked if you changed your pc parameters so that the inverter
worked on Com port 1(as if the Sunfine inverter came before the pc and should receive priority)
 Just to name a few
We needed a permanent solution to these constant headaches and needed to purge the demon
named Sunfine from our lives.
Back to the conundrum: grid tied with backup or hybrid – that actually works…
That is when I was invited to a Victron training day hosted by Andre du Rand and invited Allan along, so
we can look at long term solutions for him.
I remember our smiles just getting bigger through the presentation.
When Andre unveiled the plans with the Hub -1 (on and off grid) release in 2 months.
We knew we found our all in one solution.
I remember at one stage Allan turned to me and said: “is there anything this machine can’t do” and
that about sums it up for Victron…
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1.1.6.

Sizing of system needed

Having gone through the drill already, we were completely familiar with the load profile and peak
demands. The DB has already been split with essential loads portion, changeover and solar sub DB.

Main DB before and after

Allan loves his tea and the water must be boiled with a kettle - so a 5kVA inverter was the minimum.
Battery bank wise we already had a 16 pc Omnipower 100AH 12v setup – which worked nicely for a 2030% DOD in off grid mode.
Panel wise we had 18 x Hyundai 240 poly panels
This system had to work perfectly in off grid mode – since we had to wait 2 months for the VE-bus to VEcan interface to arrive in RSA – before we can switch to and run the Hub-1 hybrid setup.
It would be the ultimate test if this system can truly support the electrical demand – should Eskom pop a
transformer or worse and Allan must function independently and self-sustained.
2.

HARDWARE USED

2.1.1.

Inverter

Don’t be fooled by the appearance, once the covers come off and you start setting up and
programming these inverters – the possibilities are endless.
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With the VE Configure software from Victron we were able to fine-tune the inverter to work perfectly for
our application:

Densely populated areas like centurion get huge fluctuations in grid voltage and frequency – especially
during peak demand times. These inverters are robust and capable of handling a wide input range.
With grid range adjusted our grid problem we had with sunfine was sorted.

Next battery type and parameters setup – with an impressive 3 stage and adaptive battery charge
curve, we knew our battery problems were at an end.
Plus we added a BMV700 battery management system with shunt.
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We set up a virtual switch with innovative settings via the Victron VE configure software
A dedicated AC ignore was set up – where as long as the load and battery voltage stays within set
parameters the inverter will not access grid – thus utilizing maximum solar power.

Note the options:
You can even program the inverter to switch on a generator through a programmable relay – what a
pleasure.
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We opted for the ignore AC – to make maximum use of solar power.
Only to use grid if there is an overload or low battery condition.

Next problem to be solved;
Monitoring…
Allan is “retired”, analytical and inquisitive in nature.
We needed perfect, accurate data of how the system is performing and must be able to access
historical data.
Victron was ready yet again with a solution extraordinaire.
2.1.2.

The Color Control GX
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With this piece of equipment not only is all information of connected hardware (inverter, charge
controller and battery monitor) clearly visible; you connect the color control to your local area network
and your data is now directly sent to a Victron Remote Management portal.

So you can monitor your site from a laptop or your smartphone, anywhere in the world over the internet.

Monitoring sorted
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As I mentioned earlier, broad strokes… there is a multitude of information you can view from the portal
via the color control. You basically just set up the tabs of information relevant to you – and it is there for
your viewing pleasure. Be it AC input voltage - note negative current reading when exporting-

, solar charger yield

Whatever data you deem important for your monitoring needs
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2.1.3.

Solar panels

We added 3 extra panels to the setup, we wanted to get as close as possible to a zero monthly Eskom
consumption from the site.

Total of 21 x Hyundai HiS M240MG panels

2.1.4.

Charge controllers

2 x Bluesolar 150/70 MPPT charge controllers were used.
Note: these charge controllers can be “over stacked” you can add more than the 70A rating and
the controller will limit itself to 70A.
70A not enough… they also come in an 85A.
Here’s where the Hub -1 conversion comes in:
Ref the small black and silver box between the 2 charge controllers.
That is the much anticipated VE-Bus to VE-Can interface.
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Once this interface is connected between the inverter and charge controller string (NB and your anti
islanding ENS26 device is installed) you activate the Hub-1 setup via the assistant with the VE configure
tool.
Historically your charge controller will go through the absorbtion and float stages as your battery charge
level comes up.
Now the battery charge level is being managed by the inverter and BMV.

The Inverter now communicates with the charge controller though the VE-Bus to VE-Can interface and
tells it to keep on punting (stay in bulk phase) the “overflow” of DC energy is now inverted to AC and
whats not absorbed by the loads; passes through the bi-directional inverter, through the anti islanding
device and you get this beautiful picture:

Energy that would have been wasted in absorption or float stages, are now exported to grid.
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And there you have it;
a brilliant off grid machine, cleverly modified to be a two-in-one.
Victron calls this a Hub-1
I call it brilliant and everyone should have one.

Enjoy your solar experience
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3.

PROJECT DEVELOPER DETAILS

Name of Project Developer

Synergy in Creation cc

Project Developer company registration number

2004/013715/23

Project Developer VAT registration No.

4600261756

Postal and street address (including postal
codes):

PO Box 562 Hartbeespoort 0216
28 Hertzog street
Schoemansville
Hartbeespoort
0216

Telephone

072 738 6808

Fax

086 580 4318

E-mail

sales@synergyincreation.com

4kW Hybrid system Krugersdorp

Looking forward to helping you in your Solar Transition
Regards
Ben Graham van der Sandt
Managing Member

Synergy in Creation CC
http://synergyincreation.com/
Mobile/Cell: T:+27(72)738-6808
Alternative Communication:
Skype: ben.vd.sandt
Mail: sales@synergyincreation.com
Installation video on YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOhr8BbklFc
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